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Abstract
This is the vignette of the Bioconductor compliant package *stam*. We describe our implementation of *structured analysis of microarray data* for decomposing complex clinical phenotypes in clinical gene expression profiling studies.

\(^1\)Corresponding author: claudio.lottaz@molgen.mpg.de
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In clinical context microarray data can be used in a straight forward manner for diagnostic tasks. Thereby, standard classification methods developed in the machine learning community have been suggested and applied in clinical research to distinguish between clinically relevant phenotypes. However, it is commonly accepted that such phenotypes are often complex, i.e. caused by different causes. Thus we expect to find heterogenous gene expression profiles in patients with homogenous clinical phenotype.

In order to decompose complex phenotypes, we suggest a procedure we call structured analysis of Microarrays. In this procedure we train many classifiers to recognize the same complex phenotype. Each classifier focusses on a single biological aspect by extracting only the expression data of the corresponding genes. Many of these classifiers will be unable to recognize the phenotype of interest and are thus discarded. Others will recognize a subset of patients and some of them hopefully discover all patients. Structured analysis of microarrays uses classifiers with high specificity, we call them molecular symptoms, to further stratify patients on a molecular level. Patterns of absence and presence of molecular symptoms identify particular groups of patients. Due to the biological focus of our classifiers, molecular symptoms always have a biological meaning.

The Bioconductor compliant R package stam described in this document implements structured analysis of microarrays based on the Gene Ontology [1]. GO terms attributed to leaf nodes of the GO graph are used as biological focusses for potential molecular symptoms. The hierarchy of the Gene Ontology is used to compute more general classifiers by weighted averaging. Thereby, good classifiers obtain higher weights. A shrinkage process of these weights, similar to the one used in PAM [4] to select genes, restricts the graph of classifiers in a cross validation setting to the branches linked to the phenotype.

The remainder of this document describes the usage of the stam package. stam relies on Bioconductor meta data packages to implement structured training of classifiers (Section 2) and structured prediction (Section 3). For further convenience we have implemented a complete structured evaluation of a data set (Section 4) and a web based possibility to
explore some crucial parameters of such an analyses interactively (Section 5).
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Training Classifiers

The training of a structured classifier for a phenotype in microarray data consists of the following steps:

1. Generate a classifier network according to the chip’s annotations and the GO hierarchy.

2. Perform cross-validated PAM fits in each leaf node to determine adequate PAM shrinkage levels and compute performance for several graph shrinkage candidates.

3. Compute single structured model using the best graph shrinkage level chosen by the user or automatically according some performance criterion calculated in the cross validation step.

Before starting any analysis you have to load the stam package in your R session as follows:

```r
> library(stam)
```

For illustration of stam usage we use the Golub data set on acute leukemia \[\text{3}\] as it is stored in the golubEsets data package. For preparing the data, issue the following commands:

```r
> library(golubEsets)
> data(Golub_Merge)
> golubTrain <- Golub_Merge[, 1:38]
> golubTest <- Golub_Merge[, 39:72]
```

2.1 Generate a raw classifier graph

The raw classifier graph can be generated by the function stam.net. This function needs the name of the chip used in the study to be analyzed as well as the root node to be used for the classifier graph. The function returns an object of class stamNet.
> net <- stam.net(chip = "hu6800", root = "GO:0005576",
+ probes = rownames(exprs(Golub_Merge)))

The string given as the chip’s name is used to load the annotation data. Thus stam expects
a library of the same name to be installed, where it looks for the \texttt{<chip-name>GO} hash as it
is provided by Bioconductor meta data packages. The root of the classifier graph must be
identified by a string interpreted as a GO identifier of the form \texttt{GO:ddddd}. The default is
\texttt{GO:0008150} which represents the ‘biological process’ branch of the Gene Ontology. Other
prominent candidates may be \texttt{GO:0003674} (molecular function) or \texttt{GO:0005575} (cellular
component). However, any valid GO identifier is allowed.

The classifier graph may be analysed using the print function as is shown in the next
chunk of R code. Printing the object returned by \texttt{stam.net} directly shows some properties
of the generated classifier graph. One component of this object holds an entry for each
node. Summary information on each node can also be printed as shown below.

> print(net)

stamNet on chip hu6800
Chip data package:
  version 2.2.5
  Tue Sep 16 16:50:47 2008; mcarlson
Gene Ontology GO package:
  version 2.2.5
  Tue Sep 16 16:16:15 2008; mcarlson)
root is set to
\texttt{GO:0005576} (extracellular region)
holds 63 nodes, 44 of which are leafs and 19 are inner nodes
1076 of 7129 probesets have annotations (15.1%)
A convenient means to explore the information on the raw classifier graph is provided by the function `stam.writeHTML` which, applied on a `stamNet` object, writes a set of interlinked HTML pages.

```
> stam.writeHTML(net)
```

One referable section of an HTML page is written for each node. Each such section contains links to the parents and the children. Sections for leaf nodes contain links to the Affymetrix annotations of the genes they contain.

### 2.2 Cross validate graph shrinkage candidates

In order to choose the graph shrinkage level reasonably, we provide a cross validation method similar to the procedure suggested for choosing shrinkage for gene selection in PAM. `stam.cv` applies this method and returns an object of class `stamCV`:

```
> golubTrain.cv <- stam.cv(golubTrain, "ALL.AML", chip = "hu6800",
+   root = "GO:0005576", ndeltas = 10)
```

This call also generates the above mentioned raw classifier graph. The considered shrinkage candidates can be provided to this function directly. If only a number of candidates is specified using `ndeltas` `stam.cv` chooses these equidistantly within the range of performance measures observed in the leaf nodes.

For further investigation of the returned `stamCV` object you can use the `print` and `plot` methods.

```
> print(golubTrain.cv)
```

`stamCV on expression matrix holding 38 samples from 2 classes. Structure from: stamNet on chip hu6800 Chip data package:
version 2.2.5
Tue Sep 16 16:50:47 2008; mcarlson`
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Gene Ontology GO package:
version 2.2.5
Tue Sep 16 16:16:15 2008; mcarlson)

root is set to
GO:0005576 (extracellular region)
holds 63 nodes, 44 of which are leaves and 19 are inner nodes
1076 of 7129 probesets have annotations (15.1%)
Class priors: 'ALL': 0.631579 'AML': 0.3684211
Class weights: 'ALL': 0.631579 'AML': 0.3684211
Shrinkage candidates: 0 0.08441424 0.1688285 0.2532427 0.3376570 0.4220712 0.5064854 0.5908997 0.6753139 0.7597282

Results from 10-fold cross validation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root.error.rate</th>
<th>Root.performance</th>
<th>Mean.redundancy</th>
<th>Nodes</th>
<th>Genes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.00084</td>
<td>0.62632</td>
<td>0.67107</td>
<td>0.87487</td>
<td>22 1073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.000084</td>
<td>0.62632</td>
<td>0.64716</td>
<td>0.91713</td>
<td>19 1073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000169</td>
<td>0.62632</td>
<td>0.61208</td>
<td>1.00765</td>
<td>15 1073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000253</td>
<td>0.62632</td>
<td>0.58347</td>
<td>1.11794</td>
<td>12 1072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000338</td>
<td>0.62632</td>
<td>0.55143</td>
<td>1.11977</td>
<td>12 1072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000422</td>
<td>0.62632</td>
<td>0.51095</td>
<td>1.38220</td>
<td>9 1070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000506</td>
<td>0.62632</td>
<td>0.43913</td>
<td>1.62281</td>
<td>9 1070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000591</td>
<td>0.62632</td>
<td>0.43832</td>
<td>2.05626</td>
<td>8 1070</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0000675</td>
<td>0.62632</td>
<td>0.49178</td>
<td>3.58510</td>
<td>5 1063</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

> plot(golubTrain.cv, delta = 0.6)

The plot method can actually provide two types of plots as shown below. One of them shows the error rate and performance measure in the root node as well as the mean redundancy across the resulting classifier graph depending on the graph shrinkage level (Figure 2.1). Thereby, our performance measure in the root node is similar to a deviance and thus to be minimized. The second plot shows number of nodes and accessible genes in the remaining graphs depending on the graph shrinkage level (Figure 2.2).

In order to investigate the cross validation results, you can also apply the function stam.writeHTML on the object returned by stam.cv.

2.3 Computing a single model

After deciding for the best graph shrinkage level based on the cross validation results, we suggest to determine a single model to recognize the investigated phenotype. This task is performed using the stam.fit function. The graph shrinkage level can be chosen through the delta argument. It can also be determined automatically based on a weighting factor
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Cross Validation of ALL-Prediction - Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ΔΔ</th>
<th>root error rate</th>
<th>root performance</th>
<th>mean redundancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0263</td>
<td>0.6711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.3377</td>
<td>0.0263</td>
<td>0.5514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.5065</td>
<td>0.0263</td>
<td>0.4391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5065</td>
<td>0.0263</td>
<td>0.4391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>0.5065</td>
<td>0.0263</td>
<td>0.4391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>0.5065</td>
<td>0.0263</td>
<td>0.4391</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2.1: Results of cross validation - performance and redundancy

between performance and redundancy specified in alpha. If alpha is set to NULL the error rate in the root node is minimized. You can also provide a sequence of weighting factors between 0 and 1 in alpha. In this case stam.fit computes evaluation criteria for each of these factors and asks the user to provide the best graph shrinkage level interactively.

> golubTrain.fit <- stam.fit(golubTrain.cv, golubTrain, +       alpha = seq(0, 1, 0.1))

- Fitting for best shrinkage...

| Best Delta Root Error Rate Performance Redundancy #Nodes #Genes |
|----------------------|---------------------|-----------------|----------------|
| 0 0.0000 0.0263 0.6711 0.8749 22 1073 |
| 0.1 0.0000 0.0263 0.6711 0.8749 22 1073 |
| 0.2 0.3377 0.0263 0.5514 1.1198 12 1072 |
| 0.3 0.5065 0.0263 0.4391 1.6228 9 1070 |
| 0.4 0.5065 0.0263 0.4391 1.6228 9 1070 |
| 0.5 0.5065 0.0263 0.4391 1.6228 9 1070 |
| 0.6 0.5065 0.0263 0.4391 1.6228 9 1070 |
| 0.7 0.5065 0.0263 0.4391 1.6228 9 1070 |
| 0.8 0.5065 0.0263 0.4391 1.6228 9 1070 |
Cross Validation of ALL-Prediction - Data Used

Figure 2.2: Results of cross validation - number of nodes and genes

0.9 0.5065 0.0263 0.4391 1.6228 9 1070
1 0.5909 0.0263 0.4383 2.0563 8 1070

. fitting weights with shrinkage 0.5065 ...
yields error rate: 0.02631579 (performance 0.439115, redundancy 1.622847)
through 9 nodes with 1070 accessible genes

For further investigation we provide print and plot methods on the stamFit object returned by stam.fit. The plot method on stamFit objects generates two different plots. The first plot, only generated when a set of weighting factors is given to stam.fit, illustrates the dependency between weighting factor and resulting graph shrinkage (Figure 2.3). The second plot shows the nodewise evaluation of classifiers according to sensitivity, specificity, redundancy and performance (Figure 2.4).

> print(golubTrain.fit)

stamFit to predict from 2 classes.
Structure from: stamNet on chip hu6800
Chip data package:
  version 2.2.5
  Tue Sep 16 16:50:47 2008; mcarlson
Gene Ontology GO package:
    version 2.2.5
    Tue Sep 16 16:16:15 2008; mcarlson)
root is set to
GO:0005576 (extracellular region)
holds 9 nodes, 4 of which are leafs and 5 are inner nodes
1076 of 7129 probesets have annotations (15.1%)
Class priors: 'ALL': 0.6316 'AML': 0.3684
Class weights: 'ALL': 0.6316 'AML': 0.3684
Shrinkage parameter: 0.5065 chosen by considering weighted scores between root performance and mean redundancy
Candidates for performance weights: 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1
Left 9 nodes with weights

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Redundancy</th>
<th>ALL (sens.)</th>
<th>AML (sens.)</th>
<th>ALL (spec.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GO:0042571</td>
<td>0.7991</td>
<td>1.1822</td>
<td>0.7500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0005615</td>
<td>0.5565</td>
<td>2.4676</td>
<td>0.9583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0005615</td>
<td>0.3801</td>
<td>2.4191</td>
<td>0.9583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0005578</td>
<td>0.7093</td>
<td>1.3233</td>
<td>0.9583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0005578</td>
<td>0.7093</td>
<td>1.3233</td>
<td>0.9583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0044421</td>
<td>0.3981</td>
<td>1.7566</td>
<td>0.9583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0005576</td>
<td>0.5994</td>
<td>1.2718</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GO:0005576</td>
<td>0.4391</td>
<td>1.5386</td>
<td>0.9583</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AML (spec.)
| GO:0042571             | 0.7500      |
| GO:0005615             | 0.9583      |
| GO:0005615             | 0.9583      |
| GO:0005578             | 0.9583      |
| GO:0005578             | 0.9583      |
| GO:0031012             | 0.9583      |
| GO:0044421             | 0.9583      |
| GO:0005576             | 1.0000      |
| GO:0005576             | 0.9583      |

> plot(golubTrain.fit)

The function stam.writeHTML can also be applied on stamFit objects. If the package graphviz is installed on your system, an HTML page with a clickable graph plot is generated for exploration of the fitted model. The function stam.graph.plot generates this graph layout using the dot utility from graphviz (Figure 2.5)
Figure 2.3: Results of model fit - weighting vs. shrinkage
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Performance vs. Redundancy

Sensitivity vs. Specificity

Figure 2.4: Results of model fit - nodewise evaluation

Figure 2.5: Shrunken classifier graph
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Structured Prediction

The model generated in the above described manner is meant to be used as a classifier for new expression profiles. The \texttt{stam.predict} function allows for this task and returns an object of class \texttt{stamPrediction}. When calling \texttt{stam.predict} the user can specify a series of expression profiles and may specify a number of these to be part of the test set while the others are assumed to be from the training set. The two variants of the call to the structured prediction function are shown here:

```r
> golubTest.pred <- stam.predict(golubTrain.fit, golubTest, 
+   pData(golubTest)[, "ALL.AML"])

- Predicting new samples...

> golubMerge.pred <- stam.predict(golubTrain.fit, Golub_Merge, 
+   pData(Golub_Merge)[, "ALL.AML"], testset = 39:72)

- Predicting new samples...

The \texttt{stam.predict} returns an object of class \texttt{stamPrediction}. In addition to the usual call to \texttt{stam.writeHTML} the \texttt{print}, \texttt{plot}, and \texttt{image} methods may be used for further exploration of the structured prediction:

```r
> print(golubTest.pred)
```

stamPrediction on 34 samples.
Root predictor says:

```
  5  6  7  8  9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 34 35 36 37 38 28 29 30 31 32
"ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL"
"ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL" "ALL"
```

13
Structured prediction means to compute prediction probabilities for each considered phenotype as well as each expression profile of interest. Thereby, the classifier in each node of the shrunk classifier graph is evaluated and the averaging through the node weights computed in the model fit step is performed. Thus we can derive an overall decision for new expression profiles according to the root node classifier. Additionally, we can consider the pattern of absence and presence of molecular symptoms for each node to define a similarity to expression profiles used in training. This is illustrated using the image method in Figure 3.1.

The stam.writeHTML function can generate a clickable map for the molecular symptom image, where each of the GO terms can be clicked in order to view the results of the corresponding classifier. The plot method illustrates nodewise sensitivity, specificity, redundancy and performance.
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All in One

The function `stam.evaluate` calls the functions mentioned so far in sequence by the function in order to perform a complete structured analysis. Thereby, we have two application paradigms in mind: the predictive usage and the explorative usage.

4.1 Explorative Use

When using structured analyses of microarray in an explorative manner, we do not split the available expression profiles into training and test set. Thus we are not able to evaluate the prediction accuracy of the classifier. However, we are looking for particular structure in the classifiers of the shrunken classifier graph. In order to call `stam.evaluate` exploratively it must be called with the argument `testset` set to `NULL`:

```r
> golubNorm.eval.explore <-
+   stam.evaluate(Golub_Merge, "ALL.AML", testset = NULL,
+                   chip="hu6800", root="GO:0005576",
+                   alpha=seq(0, 1, 0.1), ndelta=10)
```

For further investigation of the returned `stamEval` object, a print method is provided but we recommend the usage of `stam.writeHTML`. The latter function generates a series of inter-linked HTML pages holding most plots and both clickable maps of the generated objects. Furthermore, the `stamEval` object holds the original objects returned by `stam.cv`, `stam.fit`, and `stam.predict` in its slots. The user can further investigate using the corresponding `print`, `plot`, and `image` methods.

4.2 Predictive Use

The predictive use of structured analysis of microarrays is the standard behavior of `stam.evaluate`. By default a third of the expression profiles is chosen randomly as testset
while the rest is used for training. The user can explicitly set the testset through the 
\texttt{testset} parameter of \texttt{stam.evaluate}:

\begin{verbatim}
> golubNorm.eval.predict <-
+     stam.evaluate(Golub_Merge, "ALL.AML", testset=39:72,
+                    chip = "hu6800", root = "GO:0005576",
+                    ndelta = 10)
\end{verbatim}

The same remarks as above apply according the further investigation possibilities.
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StAM WWW-Server

For the interactive exploration of the graph shrinkage level and a few parameters to influence the model graph plot as well as the molecular symptoms image, we have implemented a WWW based solution. The function `stam.writeHTML` can write HTML forms for these parameters directly into the HTML pages representing the analysis results. We provide CGI scripts with the `stam` package which collect the user entries from these forms and store them into requests stored in a temporary directory writable for the web server. The `stam.serve` provides the functionality to check this temporary directory and perform the stored requests as illustrated in Figure 5.1. The WWW client is redirected to a progress page which reloads automatically every other second. As soon as `stam.serve` has finished treating the request the progress page redirects the browser to the new result page.

When the `stam.serve` function is first called after installing the `package`, the location of the temporary directory for requests, the directory for CGI scripts and the URL where these scripts can be found is obtained either from function arguments or interactively.

```r
> stam.serve(tmp.path = "/home/upload/stam",
+          cgi.path = "/home/cgi-bin/stam",
```

![Figure 5.1: Architecture of StAM’s server feature.](image-url)
The CGI URL has changed, make sure to regenerate the HTML pages to be worked with through the server.

- **start listening** '/home/upload/stam'...
  
  Stop the server by creating '/home/upload/quit'.
  
  Make sure you have written the HTML pages to be worked with through the StAM server with 'options(stam.write.forms=TRUE)'

**stam.serve** stores this information into the package installation and copies the modified CGI scripts to the given location. Now **stam.serve** starts "listening" in the temporary directory and will do so without the installation steps in subsequent calls.

In order to use **stam**’s server feature, you need to set the option **stam.write.forms** to **TRUE** before rewriting the HTML code for the model you want to work with:

```r
> options(stam.write.forms=TRUE)
> stam.writeHTML(golubNorm.eval.explore)
```

Now, if you load the generated HTML page into your browser, you will see the forms to enter modified parameters. It is enough to start **stam.serve** in order to use these forms interactively.
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